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Dutch life sciences sector in numbers

• 0.7% of GDP, € 6 billion

• 9th largest sector

• Annual growth of 4%

• Approximately 30.000 people employed

• 726 life science companies

• 571 Biotech

• 114 Medtech

• 41 Pharmaceutical

• Roughly 35% of Biotechs are a start-up (estimate HollandBio)



How do we compare?

Source: KPMG Unlocking the

life science potential
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Source: KPMG Unlocking the life science potential
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Dutch expenditures prescription medicines
As % of GDP
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Dutch expenditures prescription medicines
Totaal cost
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1. Clarify expectations for knowledge institutions
(valorization)

2. Expand over provincial borders

3. Strenghten mix of competenties at start-ups

4. Support to maintain the ambition of knowledge intensive 
start-ups

5. Construct agreements with knowledge institutions to
support further growth of start-ups

6. Improve financing possibilities for start-ups

From start-up to scale-up: AWTI recommendations
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Pivot Park 
Part of a worldclass ecosystem

Vision
Pivot Park wants to be one of Europe’s most attractive
science parks in biopharmaceutical innovation and
create a succesful growing campus with a strong 
community

• >60 companies

• 4750 jobs 

• R&D focused on innovative medicines

• Production

• Every invested € in LSH in Oss translates

to minimal 4€ in the region
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High-scoring R&D Regions in Europe
Leading European regions in Patent applications at the European Patent office 2018
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Brabant has become the hotspot
of Life Sciences & Health

“Half of the total Dutch production value and
25% of all jobs ends up in Brabant –
especially Biotech is booming”

Source: innovationorigins.com
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Focus on 
R&D

Campus

Important pillars of the Pivot Park Campus

Knowledge 
carriers

Open 
Innovation 

& PPP’s

• Facilities 
• Utilities 
• Laboratoria
• Community 
• Talent 

Bron: Buck Consultance 2018)



TTO offices & BUSDEV

Venture Challenge

Investor Readiness

Venture Capital / BOM

Coaching & Mentoring 

Incubator: valorisation with the best start-ups

Attracting Talent 

• Lectorate

• Summerschool 

• Minor 

• Internships

• Post Graduate Education
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Pivot Park invests in the future: 25 000 m2 extra

Grizzly

Panther

Racoon
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Nov. 18, 2020 

Pharming decides 

to build a new drug 

substance building 

at Pivot Park in 

Oss

Nov. 2020 

Pharmacytics

and Madam 

Therapeutics 

develop a new 

class of 

antibiotics with 

oral availability 

Nov. 16, 2020

Lead Pharma signs 

a research 

collaboration and 

licensing deal with 

Roche to develop 

oral small 

molecules for 

immune Mediated 

Disease.

Worth up to EUR 

270 mln

Oct. 12, 2020

FDA grants 

Glycostem’s

oNKord® 

Orphan Drug 

Designation for 

Multiple 

Myeloma

27 Jul 2020

Acalabrutinib

(Calquence) 

from Acerta

recommended for 

approval in the 

EU by the CHMP 

for Chronoic

lymphocytic 

leukaemia

(CLL)

Sept 2020

Synaffix has been 

recognized with the 

“Best ADC 

Platform 

Technology” award 

at the 7th Annual 

World ADC Awards 

ceremony during 

the #WorldADC

event!

Recent Successes

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=worldadc&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn:li:activity:6714206923828412416


Next steps 

• View the Netherlands as one life science community and built a nationwide eco system

• Reduce the distance between academia and industry; more attention for valorization

• Improve the mix of competencies, stimulate entrepreneurship and continue to invest in education

• A government that understands the importance of life science and commits to full support of the 

sector

• Increase the attractiveness of the Netherlands for foreign investors

• Make the industry an integral part of healthcare as a whole

• Active collaboration between science parks crossing provincial borders

• ......with a joint proposition



Pivot Park ready to become
the new 

B(Oss)ton!


